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As part of Walk the Plank’s programme in Salford (particularly East Salford) which has been 
developing since the opening of our Cobden Works outdoor arts creative hub in August 
2017, we have established links with cultural and heritage partners including the Working 
Class Movement Library. The two organisations first worked together with writer Louise 
Wallwein MBE as part of the Fire Garden at Peel Park and one of the unexpected outcomes 
of that project was: 
 
“The Working Class Movement Library workshops highlighted that the bones of Thomas 
Paine had come to Salford nearly 200 years ago in 1819” 
 
The Bones of Paine project was the first part of a discussion about how to make a creative 
response to something which happened in the same year as the Peterloo Massacre 1819. It 
also involved creative discussions / a financial contribution from Irlam and Cadishead 
Festival to support engagement work around the November bonfire with a view to 
expanding their programme and creating a larger finale to celebrate their 70th anniversary in 
2020.  
 
I'm very glad that it happened because I got to discover Thomas Paine, his work and the 
ability it has to influence my mind and heart as a force for inclusive change in our 
world.  This is making a big difference in my life and I am certainly more conscious AND 
focused than I was before joining the project. And I discovered the WCML!  One of Salford's 
most valuable hidden gems and a living resource to counter the zombie zeitgeist that we find 
ourselves knee deep in these days! 
       Member of the writing group  
 
A short film about the project can be seen here 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=8d65ZmDXjf0 
www.wcml.org.uk/BonesOfPaine 
https://walktheplank.co.uk/community/ 
 
“The result really was amazingly greater than the sum of its parts! May its influence 
continue to ripple on. The parade was unforgettable, inspiring and joyous. It really cheered 
people up and stimulated their curiosity. I’m so so glad to have been a part of it, a privilege 
really. I loved it! It was such a fulfilling experience “ 
        Member of the writing group 

 

  

http://walktheplank.co.uk/about-us/cobdenworks/
http://walktheplank.co.uk/project/celebrating-peel-parks-regeneration/
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=8d65ZmDXjf0
http://www.wcml.org.uk/BonesOfPaine
https://walktheplank.co.uk/community/


Community engagement and working together 
The project was the first time the WCML had received Arts Council Funding and was split 
into three threads: 
 
CONNECTIONS  a chance to meet the giant puppet (created by maker Kerith Ogden) and 
find out more about this unusual historical event. The puppet and accompanying volunteers 
appeared at 7 events across Salford and Manchester: 
 

• Rebel Karaoke, as part of Peterloo1819 commemorations, Manchester 

• March for Democracy rally, Albert Square, Manchester 

• Salford’s Big Day Out, Swinton Civic Centre, Salford 
 

 
 

 
 

• University of Salford Friday Fiesta for Arts, School of Arts and Media 

• Witches Walk, Buile Hill Park, Salford 
 



 
 

 
 

• Little Hulton Halloween event 

• Irlam Fireworks, Princes Park, Salford  
 



 
 
The culmination of the project was 

• The Bones of Paine procession - a new artistic ending for this 200 year old story, to 
coincide exactly with the anniversary of Cobbett bringing the bones to Salford in 
1819. This started from the Working Class Movement Library, moved down the 
Crescent and finally arrived at the People’s History Museum, crossing Albert Bridge, 
two hundred years after magistrates refused entry to the bones of Thomas Paine. 

 
The Bones of Paine puppet was accompanied by live music from the Lantern Band and 
skeleton puppets for Witches Walk, Irlam Fireworks and the final procession. Ruth Jones 
and Clare Fildes worked with the Salford Dance Development Team and Little Hulton Big 
Local Youth Unity for the Witches Walk and Irlam Fireworks respectively. 
 

 
 



 
 

 
 

 
 



 
 
CURIOSITY take a badge and share the story: people will talk 
 
Pin badges and postcards were given out at all of the events. In addition street artist Sumit 
Sarkar worked with young people at the Irlam Skate Park to redesign a youth shelter. The 
Bones of Paine was also the theme for our 3rd Fun Palace in October 2019. This was linked to 
the national Fun Palace initiative aimed at putting culture at the heart of local communities.  
https://walktheplank.co.uk/project/fun-palace/ 
 

 

 

https://walktheplank.co.uk/project/fun-palace/


CONVERSATIONS opportunities to find out more about Thomas Paine by visiting the Library 
and its marvellous Paine collection including: 

• An exhibition – Thomas Paine: citizen of the world 

• Troublesome Tom: the memory and legacy of Thomas Paine in Britain – part of the 
Library’s programme of talks by Sam Edwards from MMU 

• A public reading of Common Sense by American Studies students from Manchester 
University 

 
We held three writing workshops, led by Louise Wallwein, to create words for two songs 
which were set to music by Fionnuala Dorrity. The writing group then performed these as 
part of the procession, as well as excerpts from the letter sent to William Cobbett by the 
authorities in November 1819.  
 
Finally we created a list of organisations and individuals who we thought would be 
interested in a project about Thomas Paine – including MMU / the Thomas Paine 
Foundation / Manchester Histories Festival / People’s History Museum etc. and held two 
partner meetings. 
 
15,000 people saw the project as live audience, with a further 8,000 as broadcast audience 
7 new commissions or creative products were made 
175 people got involved as participants 
35 artists, makers and creatives helped shape the project   
 
“The project brought together so many people that would have been unlikely to meet under 
any other circumstances. Amateurs and professionals together took art, entertainment and 
education to the streets of Salford and Manchester celebrating their joint history. A truly 
epic achievement! Thanks again to all involved.” 
     
      Audience member 
 

After the events – Learning and Suggestions 
 
The following, written by Lynette (WCML manager), captures the learning gained from the 
project:  
 
“In applying for the first time for arts funding WCML said that we wanted to explore 
delivering creative/artistic ideas ourselves rather than being a conduit for those of other 
people. We have learned a great deal about both how hard and how rewarding this is - the 
need for flexibility, as plans needed to be adapted to fit a tight schedule, and the value of 
being able to draw on WtP's extensive network of creative specialists. We knew WtP had a 
great track record of delivering spectacular events, but having worked with them we now 
have an understanding of how quickly high quality artists and performers absorb (and 
adapt) a creative brief and turn it into something special. The participants in the finale 
procession were engaged and enthusiastic, as shown in this tweet: ‘Bravo for a brilliant 
#outdoorarts event on the last day of November!’. 
 

https://www.wcml.org.uk/wcml/en/our-collections/activists/thomas-paine/thomas-paine-collection/


The participants in the creative writing workshops proved very keen to reflect on Thomas 
Paine’s life and writings as they developed their own material, thanks to Louise Wallwein’s 
own passion for Paine’s work. This meant that meshing together new writing with the stories 
already held in the library worked even better than we had hoped. Turning some of that 
writing into song was an inspired WtP idea – experiencing the power of music in telling a 
story was a great lesson. 
 
Getting publicity for the project was harder than expected – the Bones story is hard to 
encapsulate in a few pithy words – but after a lot of graft we were pleased to feature on the 
Manchester Confidential, Creative Tourist, Haunt Manchester and Salford Star Web sites, as 
well as in The American magazine for US expats in the UK; PR and journalist links developed 
during the project will help us with publicity for our planned wider programme this year. 
 

 
 
The puppet/parade visuals played very strongly on social media and WCML were particularly 
interested to learn how worthwhile it is to commission good photos of an event, in terms of 
social media payback as well as us having a longer-term record for future use. Finally, 
finding out how willing the public are to ask questions and interact with you when you are 
standing alongside a giant puppet has been a great learning point! WCML have discovered 
just how much history can be creative fun - while WtP have discovered just how much 
creative fun can be based on history.”  
 



 
 
 

Unexpected outcomes and future possibilities  
 
The writing group at WCML was a highlight of the project for everyone involved, and this 
participant-led approach is something which will be developed further, namely with the 
Begin the World Over Again project in 2020 www.wcml.org.uk/BeginTheWorldOverAgain 
 
“Wow. To you both, What an excellent group this is. Well done. They are ace and I think all 
really keen on being involved as the chorus. I love working with them … really proud of the 
work they are producing and all from different angles. Thanks for making it all happen!” 
       Writer working with the writing group 
 
Covid-19, and the impact this has had on longer term funding programmes, meant that it 
wasn’t possible to progress some of the ideas that sat alongside this initial research and 
development project  
 
I'm very glad that it happened because I got to discover Thomas Paine, his work and the 
ability it has to influence my mind and heart as a force for inclusive change in our 
world.  This is making a big difference in my life and I am certainly more conscious AND 
focused than I was before joining the project. And I discovered the WCML!  One of Salford's 
most valuable hidden gems and a living resource to counter the zombie zeitgeist that we find 
ourselves knee deep in these days! 
       Member of the writing group  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

http://www.wcml.org.uk/BeginTheWorldOverAgain
http://www.wcml.org.uk/BeginTheWorldOverAgain

